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FORM
Membership registration guidelines
Normative Req.: -law 238/2016 “vine cultivation, wine production and its marketing discipline”
-DM december 16, 2010 “General provisions on the establishment and recognition of
Consortia for the protection of designations of origin and geographical indications
for wines”.
-Statute of the Voluntary Consortium for the Protection of delle "Venezie" DOC wine

Membership admission is regulated by Consortium Statute Art. 5
1) Consortium members are all those who utilize "delle Venezie" DOC subjected by the
control system referring to Law no. 238/2016 and which carry out one or more
productive activities: viticulture, vinification and bottling:
- individual or associated agricultural entrepreneurs operating belonging one or
more of the above-mentioned productive activities;
- enterprises, whatever their legal form, cooperatives and wine cellars which carry
out one or more of the above-mentioned productive activities
2) Winemakers-producers' Cooperatives and associations Membership, if supported by
express delegation by the conferring societies, involves the automatic consideration of
the same members for the purpose of Consortia counts in the category "winemakers".
These conferences will therefore have to be included on the Consortium's book
associates, in conjunction with the cooperative’s name, also for the purpose of
demonstrating the percentages of representativeness to the Italian Ministry of
Agriculture.
3) The winemakers (according to point 2), as not directly associated with the
Consortium, do not directly qualify as Consortium members, participate represented
by the legal representative of the cooperative and/or association.
4) However, the wholly or partially conferring wine-grower of the cooperative may
join the Consortium directly and exercise the rights, instead of the cooperative, for the
quantity of grapes granted; for the directly-used grape, he will represent the business
activities also for the quantity of wine obtained directly and possibly bottled.
5) Social (or cooperative) wineries or producer associations, which carries out wine
making and/or bottling activities, adheres to the Consortium for the quantities of
grapes (subject to the express delegation of the individual), musts and wine processed
and possibly bottled.
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6) Wine-growers winemakers and bottlers Associations’ membership to Consirtium for
the purpose of voting and, subject to the express delegation of individuals, allows the
cumulative use of the individual voting quotas.
7) Consortium Admission is guaranteed to all those involved in the production process
of protected wines and must be requested by written application containing:
a) name or business name of the undertaking and the details of its legal
representatives;
b) registered office and Places where business activities are carried out;
c) the details of the entry in the respective Register of Companies referred to in
DPR 14/12/1999 n. 558;
d) indication of the activities carried out;
e) for vine-growers, owners and/ r conductors, the areas recorded in the register,
with reference to the denomination represented
f) the statement of this Statute knowledge and to submit to the obligations arising
out of it, the resolutions adopted by the corporate bodies and any regulations.
8) If the vineyards are jointly conducted by more than one person, the conductors will
have to designate, at the time of the application for admission, the person to whom the
representation will be delegated to the Consortium.
9) When applying for membership, cooperative structures and associative
organizations must also submit a list of their own contributors and/or members,
broken down by activity and by category of membership, containing personal data and
productive data for the definition of consortium representativeness
10) The Board of Directors, ascertained that the requisites have been met, decides on
the application within two months of the submission.
11) Failure to accept the request may be challenged by the arbitration tribunal in
accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in art. 25.
12) The quality of the shareholder acquires as a result of the payment of the
admission fee and the start-up contribution provided for by law no. 201, if applicable,
for new users of the denomination, to be made within one month of the notification
of the admission measure.
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Membership procedure guidelines
1) If part of Article 5 of the present membership registration guidelines submit a special application
using the A-model Inscription, available on the english version of the Consortium website
- after completing the entire schedule please sign and send a .pdf version to PEC and e-mail
addresses:
consorzio@pec.dellevenezie.it
info@dellevenezie.it
2) Social-wine cellars for the purpose of awarding the votes of the respective conferring societies
must submit, at the same time as the presentation of the instance or at a later date, the list of winegrowers who have issued to the winery express delegation to be represented in the activities
Consortia from the same cooperative of belonging. In relation to the terms of conferral of the proxy,
the individual members use the B conferring partner or B1 shareholder model.
B conferring partner - the delegation must be used in the event that the person is totalconferring to the winery, or if partial assignment concerns only the volumes of grapes given to
the cellar of which he is a shareholder)
B1 shareholder model - the delegation concerns the situation where the person is partially
assigning the grape to the cellar but wants to extend the delegation also to the quantities of
grapes (or wine) processed directly by the undersigned or given to third parties
- The Cooperative Wineries collect the acts of the individual delegates and using the A1 entry - list of
conferences transmits to the Consortium the relevant information. The information to be included in
the list are: surname and name, CUAA, residence and surface area;
-In the questionnaire model "Product obtained / processed / reclassified, etc.", all volumes of grape
Pinot grigio that in the harvest of 2016 were taken into account as acts for for the IGTs "Veneto",
"Vallagarina", " "Veneto", "Treviso", "Treviso", "Conselvano", "Alto Livenza", "Verona Province" or
"Veronese" or "Verona" and "Venezia Giulia". To the DOC "of the Venezie" must be reported.
- Again, in relation to the previous box, the volumes of "wine obtained" and those coming from the
vinification process as well as those from the reclassification of products previously designated
by the DOC have to be reported;
- Membership registration is subordinated to the payment of the admission fee, to be effected
within one month of the notification of the admission decision;
- The admission fee is as follows: € 10 for winemakers, € 300 for winemakers and € 500 for category
bottlers;
- The shareholder participates in social life only after registration to the shareholders register;
- Applicants will view their position as a member by accessing the "partner area" of the site through a
specific procedure.

For information and clarifications about the procedure, please
contact the number +39 348 256 4071 (enol Giuseppe Catarin);
write an email to info@dellevenezie.it
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